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Abstract Big data analytics has addressed many in-place and remote net-
work issues in a sub-aqueous distributed computing environment. Recently,
a new phenomenon is introduced in the data analytics clusters that focus
on multi-homing network connectivity procedures among off-ground multiple
nodes of the large-scale on-running wireless industrial applications. In this way,
the clusters perform multi-layer cross-connected task processing among vari-
ous networks simultaneously and perform stream based data block placement
over multiple nodes in a sequential order. This satisfies the procedural per-
formance of the cluster; however, security remains an open issue in it because
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of unavailability of inter-network data block processing authorization. In this
paper, we propose a stream based authentication mechanism, that specifically
addresses security concerns of multi-homing sub-aqueous big data networks
and presents a key authorization infrastructure that performs a proper hand-
ing taking among multiple off-ground Datanodes before an inter-network data
block exchange. The simulation results depict that our approach increases
multi-homing network compatibility and reliability while processing a data
block in the sub-aqueous distributed computing environment.

Keywords Big data · Multi-homing wireless networks · sub-aqueous IoT
sensor · intranet security · Inter-network authentication.

1 Introduction

Big data analytics is a phenomenon that performs large-scaled dataset pro-
cessing in a distributed computing environment [1]. This processing is carried
out through some system software applications such as Cloudera [2], Apache
Hadoop [3] and MapR [4]. Apache Hadoop is widely used due to its open-
source nature and flexibility of being deployed on the low configuration cluster
with four components i.e. YARN, MapReduce, HDFS and Hadoop commons.
YARN is a controller, that distributes the resources such as memory and com-
puting capacity evenly on the network nodes [5]. MapReduce is a programming
model that fairly performs the task to distributed nodes and process large-
scale datasets on the cluster [6]. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is
the cluster file system that systematically manages datasets and provide read,
write and execute function on the cluster and Hadoop commons are the useful
libraries to execute all these daemon threats throughout the cluster [7].

Recently, it is observed that Apache Hadoop is connecting multiple clients
having different file systems beside HDFS through sub-aqueous multi-homing
network that simplify the usage of various network application executions at
the same time and for that purpose, it requires a separate authorization mech-
anism. We find several approaches such as Kerberos [8], network-layer autho-
rization protocols [9] and KEAP [10,11] that address single network authen-
tication support, however, we do not find any scheme that processes various
networks clients through a single authorization procedure as shown in Figure-
1. Moreover, due to the underwater dataset processing, the data chunks are
observed with a ratio of low communication bandwidth in the central reposi-
tory [12].

To solve this issue, we propose Multi-Homing Key Exchange Authoriza-
tion Protocol (MEAP) that enables NFS (Network File System) to connect
multiple data nodes of various networks with a security and reliable way of
communication. The MEAP-enabled client decreases intra-network connectiv-
ity overhead and provides a trusted way among nodes to communicate with
each other through a secure umbrella. In this way, we obtain a substitute not
to use the low communication bandwidth but, acquire a trusted intra-network
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Fig. 1: Default Multi-homing HDFS Cluster

node to store sub-aqueous dataset to nearby datanode.

The main contributions of the proposed scheme are:

– A novel public key encryption strategy to encode various clients in a multi-
homing sub-aqueous bucket.

– A novel private key decryption strategy at HDFS to decode the trusted
multi-homing sub-aqueous clients.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related
work. Section III briefly explains proposed approach MEAP. Section IV depicts
experimental environment and evaluation result for MEAP-enabled client. Fi-
nally, section V shows conclusion and future research directions.

2 Related Work

Kerberos is a long awaiting scheme that requires a huge time to interact with
network nodes, therefore, it was skipped for having a huge session lagging
issue and latency timeouts [13]. The schemes related to HDFS security are
divided into two types i.e. Delegation Token (DT) and Block Access Token
(BAT). Both of the schemes are compatible with a mode of communication
known as privileged and non-privileged clients, however, do not incorporate
any mechanism to identify incoming request from a diverse network. KEAP
[11] is a single network authentication protocol that authorizes network nodes
to connect with each of the available datanode reliably, however, when we in-
corporate KEAP with multi-homing network, it fails to identify clients having
contrast IPs than a single network IP.
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Fig. 2: MEAP-enabled Multi-homing HDFS Cluster

In order to fill this gap of requirement, we propose MEAP-NFS that en-
ables a novel multi-homing key exchange protocol to authenticate clients from
multiple networks and allows them to connect to the cluster for processing
large-scale datasets in multi-homed distributed environment.

3 Multi-Homing Key Exchange Authentication Protocol

MEAP works in two stages such as (i) Public and Private key certificate gener-
ation and (ii) Application of certificates for MEAP client. At first, the scheme
generates public and private key certificate and configure allowed networks to
identify and exchange those certs. In the second part, HDFS allows a MEAP-
enabled client to connect over its file directory and ensure trust as shown in
Figure-2.

3.1 Public and Private key certificate generation

Namenode generates the public and private key certificates according to access
control list (ACL) of users userACLi

with RightsUseri and distribute to the
trusted Networks NetworkID for connecting in a reliable manner.

3.1.1 Public Key Certificate (PKC)

The steps involved in generating PKC includes product of prime integer p
Diffie-Hellman group [14] of Sophie Germain prime [15], random number gen-
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Table 1: MEAP Notations

Notations Description

userACLi
A user i defined in access control list

CertPubi Public Key Certificate
CertPrivi Private Key Certificate
PubKeyi Public Key
PrivKeyi Private Key
CertReqi Certificate Request
Funsrf Pseudo Random Function
Ci Client Instance
HNGi HDFS NFS Gateway Instance
RightsUseri ACL users’ rights
NetworkID Trusted Network Information

eration g is primitive root modulo of integer p and trusted network informa-
tion NetworkID that equals to the Eulers totient function [16]. The resultant
function Φ (n) = (p× q) is swaps generated value with PublicKeyi value and
generate Certificate Authority (CA). The PublicKeyi

can be generated as:

PublicKeyi
=

(
pinti , gmodp

, Φ (n) , NetworkID
)

(1)

Now, MEAP needs to incorporate digital signature DSCerti [17] with public
key PubKeyi to generate a certificate. The obtained certificate CertPubi can
be generates as:

CertPubi = (DSCerti , PubKeyi) (2)

The users userACLi
of HDFS are then encrypted through generated certifi-

cate CertPubi and generates a message. The formulated message MessageE
is obtained as:

MessageE = (userACLi , CertPubi) (3)

3.1.2 Private Key Certificate (PRKC)

The generation of private key certificate involves the same ingredients such
as prime integer p and a number generator g but with inverse multiplica-
tion modular function w = b (modφ (n)) that is extracted through a co-prime
number obtain through φ (n)wp = mmod (p− 1), wg = w mod (q − 1) and
ginv = g−1 mod p. Finally, a private key PrivKeyi could be generated that
resolves the first step for decoding public key PubKeyi

as:

PrivKeyi =
(
pinti , gmodp , w, wp, wg, ginv

)
(4)

Now, MEAP needs to incorporate digital signature DSCerti with private
key PrivKeyi

to generate a certificate. The obtained certificate CertPrivi can
be obtained as:
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Fig. 3: MEAP-enabled Authentication mechanism of Multi-homing HDFS Cluster

Certprivi = (DSCerti , P rivKeyi
) (5)

HDFS gateway decrypts the previous message MessageE that also in-
volves a network information NetworkID through a certificate of validation
CertPrivi . The final decrypted message can be decrypted as:

MessageD = (userACLi
, Certprivi , NetworkD) (6)

3.2 Application of public and private certificates over MEAP client

The second phase requires identifiers to know whether the incoming con-
necting is coming from local network ReqLocalNetworki

or remote network
ReqRemoteNetworki

through cluster portmap configuration. After that, the client
information is passed through gateways such as LocalGateway andRemoteGateway,
the messageMessageE is decrypted using clientSessioni

having networkNetworkID
and user information rightuseri through keytab. The keytab is a set of princi-
ples to allocate HDFSNamespace and assign session clientSessioni over HDFS
directory mount point / with rack of nodes RackDatanodes as illustrated in
Figure-3.
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Table 2: Hadoop Cluster

Table 3: Hadoop Cluster Virtual Machines Configuration

Node CPU Memory Disk Configuration

Master Node 6 16 GB HDD & SSD Intel Xeon
Slave1 2 4GB HDD & SSD Intel Xeon
Slave2 2 4GB HDD & SSD Intel Core i5
Slave3 2 4GB HDD & SSD Intel Core i5
Slave4 2 4GB HDD & SSD Intel Core i5

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate MEAP approach over cluster configuration as seen
from Table-2.

4.1 Environment

The cluster configuration consists of Intel Xeon processor with 8 CPUs, 32GB
memory and storage device i.e. 1TB Hard disk drive. In addition to that, we
use Intel core i5 with 4 Core, 16GB memory and storage device i.e. 1TB Hard
disk drive. We install 5 virtual machines having VirtualBox 5.0.16 as seen from
Table-3.

4.2 Experimental Dataset

MEAP evaluation dataset consists of: (i) 25 sub-aqueous IoT data blocks of
64MB having total length of 1.56GB sensory dataset size [18,19].

4.3 Experimental Results

The evaluations carried out for performance measures are: (i) Local network
client access and (iii) Multi-homing network client access.
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Fig. 4: Local network clients connectivity over HDFS NFS Gateway

4.3.1 Local network client access

In order to observe the local network clients connectivity, we executed lookup
analysis [20] over three types of local network connections i.e. Local MEAP-
NFS enabled client, Local Privileged client, and Local unprivileged client. We
observed that the above-mentioned clients consist of 500 HDFS NFS gate-
way instances and evaluated that Local MEAP-NFS enabled client consumes
13 seconds averagely over connecting to NFS gateway. In the same way, we
observed that Local privileged client consumes 19 seconds averagely when re-
questing connection to NFS gateway. Similarly, we observe that Local unpriv-
ileged client consumes 25 seconds averagely at establishing connection to NFS
Gateway. The MEAP-enabled client is 48.19% effective than Local privileged
and 94.5% effective than Local unprivileged client over establishing connection
to NFS gateway as shown in Figure-4.

4.3.2 Multi-homing network client access

In the same way, we also evaluated the efficiency of Remote network client
connectivity again using remote network lookup analysis [21,22] onto three
types of connections i.e. Remote MEAP-NFS enabled client, Remote privileged
client, and Remote unprivileged client. MEAP sets HDFS threshold of remote
network connections on 500 instances. We observed that Remote MEAP-NFS
enabled client consumes 19 seconds averagely for establishing connection with
NFS gateway. Similarly, we evaluated that Remote privileged client consumes
28 seconds averagely over establishing connection to NFS gateway. In the same
way, we find that Remote unprivileged client consumes 32 seconds averagely
while establishing connection with gateway. Remote MEAP-enabled client is
39.43% efficient than Remote privileged and 73.41% effective than Remote
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Fig. 5: Multi-homing network clients connectivity over HDFS NFS Gateway

unprivileged client while establishing connection to NFS gateway as shown in
Figure-5.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel Multi-homing key Exchange Authorization Proto-
col (MEAP) onto the sub-aqueous IoT sensor HDFS repository. The proposed
approach introduces a compatible solution to interact multi-homing clients
with Hadoop network underwater and finds the clients connectivity reliable
by avoiding the available low communication bandwidth. The experimentation
is carried out over three connections with respect to local and multi-homing
networks and MEAP proven the worth of proposed scheme in sub-aqueous
distributed computing environment of Hadoop cluster.

In future, we focus to incorporate other resistance mediums of sub-aqueous
environment in multi-homing Hadoop cluster.
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